FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9TH
10:30 AM - 12 PM: FAMILY STORY TIME @ SALKUM TIMBERLAND LIBRARY

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10TH
9 AM: OPEN RIDE PLAY DATE @ BOLERIDER HORSE PARK- MOUNTAINS TRAIL IN SILVER CREEK
9 AM: MILL TOWN LANES JUNIOR CLASSIC TOURNAMENT
1 - 3 PM: CRAFT AFTERNOON FOR KIDS @ MOUNTAIN VIEW TIMBERLAND LIBRARY IN RANDLE
DOORS 5PM - 6PM: WHITE ELEPHANT BINGO NIGHT @ MORTON SENIOR CENTER
7 - 9 PM: "MEAN GIRLS" MOVIE SHOWING @ THE ROXY THEATER
8 - 9 PM: COMEDY NIGHT @ THE BUCKSNORT PUB
FEATURING PAUL GOODWIN & JAMES ROBERTS

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11TH (SUPERBOWL SUNDAY)
3 PM: THE BUCKSNORT PUB SPORTS BALL PARTY
3:30 PM: LONGMIRE SPRINGS BREWING SUPERBOWL WATCH PARTY
12 - 6 PM: KELLIE’S KREATIONS POP - UP EVENT @ LONGMIRE SPRINGS BREWING
1 - 4 PM: SKETCHES OF GRATITUDE EVENT @ SALKUM TIMBERLAND LIBRARY
6 PM: MARDI GRAS @ LONGMIRE SPRINGS BREWING
7 - 9 PM: "MEAN GIRLS" MOVIE SHOWING @ THE ROXY THEATER

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12TH
6 PM: MOSSY ROCK AREA ACTION LEAGUE MEETING @ MOSSY ROCK COMMUNITY CENTER
7 - 9 PM: "MEAN GIRLS" MOVIE SHOWING @ THE ROXY THEATER

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14TH (VALENTINE’S DAY)
PRE ORDER NOW - LEMON TREE CAFE & ESPRESSO’S PRIME RIB VALENTINES DINNER
1 - 3 PM: BUILD YOUR OWN CHEESE BOARD FOR VALENTINES DAY @ PACKWOOD SENIOR CENTER
2 - 4 PM: "MEAN GIRLS" MOVIE SHOWING @ THE ROXY THEATER
6 PM: MILL TOWN LANES VALENTINE’S NO-TAP MIXED DOUBLES TOURNAMENT
7 PM: VALENTINES DAY SHOWING: CASABLANCA @ THE ROXY THEATER

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15TH
5 - 7 PM: OPEN AUDITIONS 2 ONE ACT PLAYS - LAUGHING STOCK & I HATE SHAKESPEAR
@ TILLER ARTS CENTER IN MORTON